CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

After analyzing and drawing all interpersonal metaphor of Ahok utterances in Mata Najwa Talk show on Metro TV program. The researcher draws the conclusion as follows:

1. All kinds of interpersonal metaphor (mood, modality, epithet, euphemism, connotation, and mental process) found in Ahok utterances and mood metaphor was used dominantly by Ahok in his utterances in Mata Najwa talk show on Metro TV.

2. There is a specialty of Ahok interpersonal metaphor of mood. He mostly used question tag speech of language function in answering the various questions from host in Mata Najwa talk show on Metro TV program. So, the writer thought that it is necessary to discussed this finding deeply under systemic functional grammar theory or other theories if it is needed.

3. All reasons of using interpersonal metaphor used by Ahok in Mata Najwa talk show on Metro TV programs such as; make meaning ambiguity, avoiding negotiation and politeness are in line with the theories.

4. There is one additional reason of using interpersonal metaphor used by Ahok in Mata Najwa talk show on Metro TV namely to entertain with jokes.

5.2 Suggestion

After having seen the result of the study, the researcher would like to offers some suggestions as follows:

1. It is advisable for the guest to understand the used of each kinds of interpersonal metaphor in interaction in order to make the interaction run well.
2. It is suggested that the roles of interpersonal metaphor are taught to the student in Language Course and university in order to make them more understand and know how to understand the utterances for example while having interview in seeking job.

3. It is suggested to the next researcher and the students of English Applied Linguistics to do further research about the specialty of using question tag in mood with other politician under interpersonal metaphor theory or supported by other linguistics theories.

4. It is suggested to the other researcher and the students of English Applied Linguistics to find out more other reason and elaborate the theory of interpersonal metaphor in the same or different cases and filed of study.